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ABSTRACT

Current standard data mining processes like CRoss-Industry Standard Process for Data mining (CRISP-DM) are vulnerable to frequent change of customer requirement. Meanwhile, Stakeholders might not acquire sufficient understanding to generate business value from analytic results due to a lack of intelligible explanatory stage. These two cases repeatedly happen on those companies which are inexperienced in data mining practice. Towards this issue, Agile Mining, a refined CRISP-DM based data mining (DM) process, is proposed to address these two friction points between current data mining processes and inexperienced industry practitioners. By merging agile methods into CRISP-DM, Agile Mining process achieves a requirement changing friendly data mining environment for inexperienced companies. Moreover, this Agile Mining transforms traditional analytic-oriented evaluation to business-oriented visualization-based evaluation. In the case study, two industrial data mining projects are used to illustrate the application of this new data mining process and its advantages.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Research Background

Current prevailing data mining processes are vulnerable to handle requirement changes in cooperative projects with industry[1].

Requirement change in industry data mining project is frequently deemed as a failure of early work including stakeholder engagement or business understanding during industry data mining practice [2], though same issues have been accepted as a natural and recurring process in software developing domain [3]. The motivation of requirement changing comes along with stakeholder’s growing awareness towards data mining practice and should be considered in the design of standard data mining process for industry project. In contrast, current prevailing data mining processes attach deficient priority on handling requirement change actively, which is regarded as incompatible with the project purpose of industry stakeholders. As a consequence, industry data mining projects, especially those from inexperienced practitioners, frequently encounter a dilemma: either project deliverable does not match stakeholder’s expectation, which will damage customer satisfaction; or proposed project schedule suffers severe delay, which extremely expands the project cost.
Moreover, analyst always fails on transferring meaningful interpretation and inside the logic of the data mining project deliverables to stakeholders, which as a result, might limit the productivity and restrain the application of valuable data mining findings. The main reason for that is the bias of project success criterion. Analysts always put major efforts on the accuracy of calculation or performance of the model, while stakeholders only trust the result which they can understand [4]. After deployment, this doubt significantly restrains the productivity that the analytic outcome should provide to business. This misunderstanding also violates industry data mining project’s commercial success.

1.2 Related Work

1.2.1 Data Mining Process
Data mining can be categorized in different perspective: 1. from data angle, it can be supervised, semi-supervised or unsupervised; 2. from the purpose of data mining practice, it can be predictive analysis or descriptive analysis; 3. from the angle of the applied algorithm, it can be classification, regression, clustering, pattern mining, etc. Given all practice mentioned above should be undertaken in a certain guided way to be manageable and traceable, a collection of data mining standard process[5] has been proposed such as CRISP-DM and SEMMA.

It is important to understand the whole approach of the how data mining can be conducted before one starts running algorithms to discover interesting patterns from data. Blindly applying data mining model on input data without well-organized application also called “data dredging” [6], could always produce meaningless or unintelligible patterns, which may eventually fail a project. In comparison, a formalized, well-defined data mining application could frequently discover valid, understandable and novel patterns. Moreover, a common data mining framework could also help as a measurable roadmap for people to follow during project planning and implementing.
1.2.2 Agile Methods

Agile Method is a set of novel software development method that arose in the 1990s. It attracts widespread attention for its capability to handle rapid requirement changing. Agile Method includes varied approaches with their terms such as eXtreme Programming (XP) and Scrum.[7]

Compared with non-Agile software development method, Agile Method emphasizes a close interaction between the development team and business experts, frequently shippable result, face-to-face communication, and changing-adaptive coding skill. Agile Method is occasionally considered as undisciplined and planless. But in fact, it attaches more adaptability rather than foreseeability onto its development process.

Characters of Agile Method are transferable on to data mining process, while so far no literature indicates any data mining process applying Agile Method to solve the requirement changing issue.

1.2.3 Visualization in Data Mining

Visualization tools are well applied in data mining domain, especially in data understanding, white-box model explanation and result evaluating stage. Benefit by its intuitive expression, visualization takes a major work for communication between business and analysts. There are also different usages of visualizations. Given analytic purpose, there is explanatory and exploratory visualization. Given its objective types, visualization can also be procedure visualization and result visualization.

Despite visualization’s convenience, in traditional visualization tools, analyst-oriented presenting formats and statistical indicators makes visualization result hard to absorb for business. Given the complexity of model itself, the visualization result might be the only way for business to understand how the model is functioning. As a result of this lack of trust, deployed deliverable may not be as productive as it is proposed, no matter how accurate the result is. To solve the insufficient business-analyst interaction during data mining process, a collection of business-oriented visualization tools is presented in this thesis.
1.3 Research Issue

Current prevailing data mining standard processes has two main shortages:

1. Current prevailing data mining standard processes are not genuinely iterative. Neither conditions to start or finish iteration nor fixed iteration length is denoted. In most cases, the non-recurring process is still preferred to achieve the best result if possible, in which iteration will occur only if the current job cannot proceed without a refined pre-construction work. No shippable outcomes will be presented as transition results after one repeat during iteration. As a result, business-accessible-deliverables can only be generated at a late stage with margin space for alteration, which disables business to update requirement in time. This type of process is shown in figure 1.1.

2. Current prevailing data mining standard processes attach insufficient emphasis on interaction with business. After business understanding phase, most of the work is supposed to be finished by analyst only, with no specific step for interpreting the work to business. This may restrain business understanding about the model functionality and character. Another side effect of the lack of interaction is that business cannot manage the progress of performance refining work to achieve a balance between accuracy and cost from stakeholder’s interest.

Figure 1.1 Common Scenario in Traditional CRISP-DM Projects
1.4 Research Novelty

Aiming to make current CRISP-DM process more adaptable for requirement changing and more manageable for business, the Agile Mining (AM) process is proposed. This AM process is based on CRISP-DM, integrated with advantages taken from agile method and illustrated in business-friendly visual style.

This novel data mining process firstly acknowledges requirement change as an acceptable factor during industry project. It takes advantages from Agile Method in software development to minimize the waste of requirement changing by adding a Requirement Reconfirming stage before major analysis starts.

Also, AM defines fixed-length iteration in its Performance Refining stage to provide a frequent transitional deliverable, which makes data mining project more manageable for business. This character enables business to do a trade-off between outcome’s accuracy and cost, specifically for those projects with a secondary accuracy demand. Moreover, the frequent transitional deliverables help business understand the model’s function and character, which could add their trust and confidence when the model is applied in real business cases and therefore make the most of model’s productivity. These two novelties constitute AM’s major advantage.

1.5 Structure of This Paper

Chapter 1 introduces the nature of requirement changing during data mining industry project and a lack of adaptability of current data mining processes to solve this issue.

Chapter 2 reviews current prevailing data mining processes, agile methods and novel visualization tools.

Chapter 3 elaborates the AM process in stage and step level.

Chapter 4 describes how AM can solve the requirement change during data mining project and enhance business manageability.

Chapter 5 describes how AM can improve insufficient interaction with business with a collection of novel visualization of data mining.
Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapter 6 summarizes this thesis.
2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Data Mining Process

Before creation of standard data mining process, data mining industry was at the chasm [8] between early market and main stream market [9]. No one could assure about its commercial success. If the early adopters fail with their data mining projects, they will usually assert that data mining does not work instead of blaming their incompetence in using data mining properly [10].

The establishment and application of data mining have been regarded as common good among all domains in recent years. Data mining technology has significantly evolved concerning both the advancement of the analytic algorithm and the range of result application. In contrast, attention paid to methods to systematically implement a data mining project is apparently much less than other aspects. The job of data analyst contains varied tacit knowledge, which is majorly empirical and difficult to be articulated as reducible steps [11]. A variety of data mining areas have revealed this informality, including standard of data mining process, creation of training and testing data, data mining model building approaches to model reporting [12]. In this review, the focus is limited to standard of data mining process.
A standard model of data mining process can benefit in multiple fields. It can bridge a platform for all parties to discuss data mining and add common understanding on essential data mining issues, especially for business people. Moreover, an engineering structure will be integrated into the data mining process. By that, business customers could understand a similar story by different tool or service providers more easily. Practically, business expectations become more reasonable regarding project proceeding and outcomes. A standard model also makes mining tools selection easier, as the model offers a step-wise frame to compare the compatibility and performance among different vendors.

The standard data mining process can benefit analysts as well. For those inexperienced practitioners, this process could be used as a roadmap with detailed guidance for each step. For masters in data mining, it can be used as a checklist to ensure all necessary work is finished before starting a new phase. Most of all, a standard process is a foundation for discussing and documenting the result during data mining. By setting measurable milestones, different tools and different people with diverse skills and backgrounds are connected to form an efficient and effective project [10].

Despite that data mining models are considered as very specific towards its application domain, they can be differentiated by the feature that whether the industrial issue is taken into account or not [13]. Meanwhile, academic models can be made easily applicable on industrial issue by minor transformation and so as industrial models. In this literature review, processes put on comparison are limited to those only have been renowned in both published papers and real industrial practice.

### 2.1.1 CRISP-DM

The CRISP-DM process was initially conceived in late 1996 by DaimlerChrysler, SPSS and NCR, three “veterans” of the young and immature data mining market [14]. The name CRISP-DM is coined as CRoss-Industry Standard Process for Data mining. CRISP-DM consists in a cycle that contains six phases (figure 2.1):
Sequence in this cycle is not fixed. Based on the performance of the outcome of one phase, it always requires going backward to improve the performance in specific tasks to meeting the demand of moving to next step. Recurring dependencies between phases are demonstrated by the arrows. The outer circle symbolizes the nature of the data mining practice [10].

The six phases are outlined as below. [15]

1. Business Understanding: this starting phase aims at understanding the project goal from business view, transforming the goal into identified data mining problems, and forming a preliminary project plan to solve these problems.

This phase comprises specific tasks including determining business objectives, assessing situation, determining data mining goals and produce project plan.
2. Data Understanding: analysts get familiar with the data through a series operation on business original database including initial data collection and combination, data quality assessment, initial insight generation and initial hypothesis creation.

This phase comprises specific tasks including collecting initial data, describing data, exploring data and verifying data quality.

3. Data Preparation: this phase covers all kinds of operations to convert raw data to suitable input for modeling in next phase.

This phase comprises all common data preprocessing operations including selecting data, cleaning data, constructing data, integrating data and formatting data.

4. Modeling: applicable modeling algorithms will be performed on input data. Parameter calibration will be conducted with specific requirement on input data form which needs moving back to data preparation phase.

This phase comprises specific tasks including selecting modeling technique, generating test design, building model and assessing model from analytic view.

5. Evaluation: conduct a thorough review about the construction of model and result’ capability to resolve proposed project objectives from business view. The decision about next move (whether deploy the result or not) is based on the evaluation result.

This phase comprises specific tasks including evaluating results, reviewing process and determining next steps.

6. Deployment: integrate project outcome with business operating system. Organize and present the generated insights properly to suit the business decision-making process.

This phase comprises specific tasks including planning deployment, planning monitoring and maintenance, producing final report and reviewing project.

CRISP-DM is demonstrated as guidance in various research projects: evaluating heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning systems’ performance [16]; medical data predictive analysis [17]; vending machine data analysis [18]; centralized model evaluation of collaborative data mining [19]and text analysis [20].
CRISP-DM is illustrated as data mining approach in following industry practice as well: warranty claims analysis about vehicles [21]; marketing strategy generating automation [22]; analysis of population-intensive building construction [23]; data-driven air pollution conservation analysis in Asia [24]; quality diagnostic system for package manufacturing [25].

2.1.2 SEMMA
SAS Institute defines SEMMA (sampling, exploration, manipulation, modeling and assessment) as “a logical organization of the functional toolset of SAS enterprise miner for carrying out the core tasks of data mining” [26]. Compared with CRISP-DM, which provides a comprehensive step-wise guidance, SEMMA attaches more concentration on exploratory statistical analysis and visual-driven data mining solutions [27]. SEMMA’s five phases are explained as figure 2.2.
1. Sample: A subset containing all necessary information will be sampled from large raw data for quickly preliminary manipulation. This phase is considered as optional [28].

2. Explore: conduct exploratory analysis on sampled subset for getting familiar with the whole data. Initial hypotheses and interesting trends will also be pointed out.

3. Modify: contains varied kinds of data manipulation. By creating, selecting, and transforming the feature, the raw data is qualified to be fed into modeling tools.

4. Model: perform different modeling techniques on the modified input data to automatically search the matched model for the desired outcome.

5. Assess: assess the performance of modeling outcome and evaluate its reliability to solve the analytic problem.

SEMMA offers users freely choices on the data mining tools. However SAS is linked to the guidance in each phase to help users proceeding data mining practice. This limitation restrains its dissemination to certain extent [28].

2.1.3 KDD

The KDD process, as presented in figure 2.3, is “the process of using data mining methods to extract what is deemed knowledge according to the specification of measures and thresholds, using a database along with any required preprocessing, subsampling, and transformation of the database”[28]. This process is viewed as five stages, symbolized in figure 2.3:
1. Selection: combine all necessary parts of raw dataset or sample a subset of the raw data to perform the knowledge discovery activity.

2. Preprocessing: clean and preprocess the selected dataset to make it in a structured format.

3. Transformation: transform the data to meet the knowledge discovering tool’s demand. Usually the operation contains reducing the number of features and features deriving.

4. Data Mining: discover interesting patterns and represent the result in a reasonable form regarding specific objectives, e.g. prediction.

5. Interpretation/Evaluation: properly interpret and evaluate the mined result.

2.1.4 Comparison of KDD, SEMMA and CRISP-DM
Table 2-1 demonstrates the procedures conducting same function in the three data mining processes. Both KDD and CRISP-DM contain all procedure in SEMMA. Meanwhile, business understanding in CRISP-DM has an identical purpose with Pre-KDD procedures in KDD process, while Deployment in CRISP-DM summarizes the Post-KDD procedures. In the integrality view, CRISP-DM and KDD process is more comprehensive than SEMMA.
Table 2-1 Procedure Comparison of KDD, SEMMA and CRISP-DM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRISP-DM</th>
<th>SEMMA</th>
<th>KDD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business Understanding</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Understanding</td>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>Selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Explore</td>
<td>Pre Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Preparation</td>
<td>Modify</td>
<td>Transformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling</td>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Data Mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>Interpretation/Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KDnuggets, a leading website of data mining, has conducted two polls about the usage of different data mining processes on 2007 and 2014 respectively. Among the 200 answers from poll 2007, 42 percent used CRISP-DM, 19 percent used their own model, 13 percent used SEMMA, 7.3 percent used KDD Process, 5.3 percent used their organization’s model and 4 percent used some other model or no model. In the poll 2014, 43 percent of the 200 respondents used CRISP-DM, 27.5 percent used their model, 8.5 percent used SEMMA, 8 percent used other models, 7.5 percent used KDD Process and 3.5 percent used their organization’s specific model. The results demonstrate CRISP-DM model’s advantage on its overwhelmingly wide-spread usage.

Despite the outstanding popularity of CRISP-DM, it is recognized by data scientists that there are still friction points for the various phases include:

The business understanding phase is based on the hypothesis that business people know exactly what they are expecting and describe it to analysts. In practice, business expectations are always as vague as ‘make smarter decisions by using data’[30] for lack of awareness about what data mining can provide. Only by update the knowledge background of business can the data mining practice proceed smoothly.

Another noteworthy issue is that frequently project objectives and project requirements are not generated from same group of people. Usually project objectives are raised by
the management, instead of the end-user who can better tailor the requirements. Consequently, end-users always have to post-rationalize the model function. This mismatch also restrains model’s productivity.

A common issue with the evaluation phase is the deficiency on business interpretation about the analytic model. According to the nine laws of data mining, it states that ‘Data mining amplifies perception in the business domain’[31]. To bridge the background gap of business and analytics, interactive reporting methods such as visualization and dashboards reporting should be included as part of model evaluation output. These methods can benefit both the expression of analytic reporting such as what the model does and the operational reporting as how the model impacts the business [32].

2.2 Agile Method for Software Development

Because of the continuous change of requirement during software development, the developing period is frequently extended. As a consequence, project budget soars week by week. This common case makes delivering customer satisfied software in time more and more difficult.

Traditional methods consider that as long as developers put enough efforts on early stage, customer requirement is able to be defined well at the start. Cost can also be reduced for later on requirement change [33]. Meanwhile, Traditional methods view requirement change as mistakes from early work stage. Therefore, traditional processes always try to avoid taking a requirement change into the developing workflow.

Change of external environment can always cause crucial requirement change, which is inevitable and cannot be eliminated by developers. This kind of change can be from a lack of awareness of customer at early stage. Developers will do several attempts to ensure customer expectation for the final system. The change can also come from the exchange between different tasks’ priority. Refusing these requirements could be viewed as irresponsible for customer. If the developing team is not experienced for a new domain project, the process will also fluctuate and unpredictable change will frequently happen.
To address the issue mentioned above, a proper solution should focus on reducing the cost of each change, instead of avoiding changes. In light of that, a more flexible kind of software developing methods has been raised, including Scrum, Extreme Programming (XP), Crystal method, Lean Development, etc. These methods are collectively named Agile Methods. Compared to traditional methods, Agile Methods are designed to be adaptive to these changes. Traditional methods value process formalization and completeness very much, while Agile Methods try maintain balance between process flexibility and complexity. This enables Agile Methods gain relatively satisfied result with fewer steps of process.

2.2.1 Character of Agile Method

Seventeen software developers came to the Snowbird resort in Utah in February 2001 for a lightweight development methods seminar. Then the Manifesto for Agile Software Development was published by the seventeen. Through their collective experience of software developing and for the purpose to help other developers, the common value for Agile Methods was announced:

- **Individuals and Interactions** over processes and tools
- **Working Software** over comprehensive documentation
- **Customer Collaboration** over contract negotiation
- **Responding to Change** over following a plan

In this list, though process, tools, documentation, contract and plan play important roles during development, it is the flexibility towards inevitable changes that should be regarded as top priority. Frequent internal communication would be beneficial for sharing information and quick response to change. Time-consuming document reading and writing work could also be simplified; prioritizing current working software could evaluate the working progress more specifically and easily; paying attention to customer means to absorb customer represent into developing team and make full use of customer’s professional experience and domain knowledge to guide the team to meet real business needs, which is better than just negotiating the contract and sticking to it.
Responding to change is valued because along with development proceeding, initial plan will be inappropriate from time to time. Among above four aspects, traditional methods value more on the formers, while Agile Methods value more on the latter.

Apart from that, traditional methods tend to provide complete and trivial guidance, while Agile Methods offer only core discipline that can be globally applied. By that Agile Methods expect developers could creatively solve problems in dynamic practical situations. Agile Methods believe that individual creativity of development team is the only approach to deal with increasingly complicated developing environment.

Individuals and interactions emphasize the importance of Self-organization and motivation, which is represented as interactions including co-location and pair programming. Working software is more preferable and actionable than progress reporting for Customer. Customer collaboration acknowledges that development team should not expect all requirements are fully collected at the beginning. A consistent engagement with customer is essential for keeping development on the right track. Responding to change focus on rapid responsiveness for dynamic requirement change to keep development in steady progress. [35].

Agile Methods adopt short iteration circle ranging from two to six weeks. If a developing team takes six months to get customer feedback, it certainly has not applied Agile Methods.

The content of iteration will be modified based on customer feedback from last iteration. Priority of functions can also be reordered dynamically. Compared with traditional methods using technical terms in function description, Agile Methods prefer describing functions in customer language, which is beneficial for productive communication. The customer can adjust priorities, or even delete or add function after iteration as well.
2.2.2 Extreme Programming

Extreme programming (XP) is a software development methodology. It aims to refine software quality and responding speed to better handle customer requirements change. As a type of agile methods [33, 36], it suggests using frequent releases in short development cycles to enhance developers’ productivity. Meanwhile, refer checkpoints among big milestones to better adapt software to customer requirement change.

It is regarded to match small developing team in a requirement-frequently-changing background. XP originated from SmallTalk domain. At the early 1990s, after a series industry projects, Kent Beck, Ron Jeffries and Ward Cunningham [37] changed their minds about traditional development methods. They believed that the process of software development should be dynamic, flexible and individual-oriented.

To address requirement change emerged during developing process, Agile Methods manage to minimize its cost in global view. [33] Consider XP, for example, which requires developing team:

1. Issue first demo within 1-3 weeks for acquiring quick feedback.
2. Adopt programming code as easy as possible for the convenience of future alternation.
3. Keep refining system design to achieve better-developing structure.
4. Run tests continuously to reduce cost for later tests and modification.
5. Customer participates whole process and plays important role.

XP has four essential values: Communication, feedback, simplicity and courage. Communication stands for interaction within developing team and with customer. Feedback requires results from quick unit test and function test. Simplicity asks for focusing on finding the solution with minimum cost for certain scenario. Courage indicates to actively seek easier solution and bravely improve design and code quality. Furthermore, over ten practical rules have formed based on these four values, some of
which are already existed but frequently ignored. XP brought them up once again but
attached more emphasis on them.

Paying extreme attention to test is XP’s most important feature and the foundation
during development. XP believes requirement and test are closely correlated. By adding
test at early stage, code that inconsistent to customer’s requirement can be removed
from the function module. In light of that, XP requires developers writing test case
before writing the functional code. Meanwhile, XP requires automatic testing tools to
conduct test. When a code module passes the test, both testing code and functional code
are integrated into holistic system. Newly added code should be able to pass all the
existing systemic tests and its test. Moreover, customer will be asked to take an
acceptance test after iteration to see whether current system is competent enough or tell
developers what else should be added.

Other components of extreme programming contains: pair programming and intensive
code review, global test for unit, avoiding prior feature programming until necessary, a
flat management structure, code simplicity and clarity, expecting requirement changes
emerging along with project progress and customer awareness growth, close
collaboration among development team and intimate communication with customer[34].
XP is named from the notion that the advantage of traditional software engineering
practices is taken to "extreme" levels. Code reviews are considered, for example, as a
beneficial practice. Once it is taken to the extreme, the code can be reviewed
continuously, such as the practice of pair programming. Figure 2.4 shows a typical XP
loop.
XP takes a gradually iterative process. For example, arrange around 12 iterations during the development period, with iterative length taking 1-3 weeks. Every time after iteration, an executable transition version will be released to customer. XP requires developing team to focus on current iteration. All design is made to meet current function without consideration for others. As a consequence, XP becomes one of the most popular methods among Agile Methods for its strict discipline and high adaptability.

2.2.3 Scrum Method

The term “Scrum” is a metaphor from rugby. During a scrum, forwards from two teams will cross their arms together and move towards the same direction. Meanwhile, dynamic information including strategy, position, weather condition, etc. are all shared among the whole team. Decisions are also made quickly from short discussions.
As a software development method, Scrum is viewed as “an iterative and incremental agile software development framework for managing product development” [38, 39]. The aim of Scrum is regarded as "a flexible, holistic product development strategy where a development team works as a unit to reach a common goal" [40]. It proposes opposite assumptions of the "traditional, sequential approach" [40] for software development, which empowers self-organization for developers by advocating offline co-location or intensive online collaboration among the whole team. Face-to-face meeting in regular pace with specific rules are also suggested.

Scrum’s core rationale is the mutual acknowledgement that what customer want or need will always be changed (often called requirements volatility [41]) and this challenge is often unpredictable. Consequently, an overall thorough plan is not suitable. In light of that, Scrum applies an evidence-based empirical approach, which accepts that the problem cannot be fully understood or identified at early stage. Instead of trying to make a big plan, it should focus on exploiting development team's capability to deliver quickly, to rapidly respond to dynamic requirement, and be better adaptive towards evolving techniques and changes in business domain [42].

Sprint defines the basic unit of development in Scrum. The sprint stands for a timed effort, which is restricted to a specific duration [42]. The length is fixed prior for each sprint and is normally within one month, averagely fortnight[43].
As is shown in figure 2.5, each sprint starts with a sprint planning event that aims to define a sprint backlog, identify the work for the sprint, and make an estimated forecast for the sprint goal. Each sprint ends with a sprint review and sprint retrospective [44], that reviews progress to show to stakeholders and identify lessons and improvements for the next sprints.

Scrum emphasizes working product at the end of the sprint that is done. In the case of software, this likely includes that the software has been fully integrated, tested and documented, and is potentially shippable [45].

Apart from the sprint and backlog, Scrum has another system to measure customer requirement. This requirement engineering system is called backlog grooming, with its structure shown in figure 2.6.
User stories are a simple format that can be used to state business values and is suitable for a variety of product backlog item, especially features. User stories are designed to help both business and developers understand the needs.

Traditional waterfall model considers requirements as necessary, not negotiable, independent and refined already. In contrast, Scrum method considers that the details of customer requirements are discussed in the ongoing dialogue during the development process. Requirement refining should be provided at the same time when developing team start building the function. The format of user story could be: “as a certain role, I want to achieve certain goals so that I can enjoy certain benefit.” The requirement’s abstract level could be Epic, Theme and User story. A noticeable character of story is that a story is not a task which needs elaboration for technical details. When writing a story, all the task details should be avoided to add into requirement description. Figure 2.7 shows a hierarchical view of customer requirement engineering in Scrum.
A good story should follow the “invest” rules [46, 47]:

**Independent:** The user story should be independent, at least should be mutually loosely coupled; a high degree of dependence on the story will complicate the estimating, ordering and planning work; this is not to suggest that dependencies should be eliminated, however in writing stories, dependencies should be avoided.

**Negotiable:** The details of the story are negotiable instead of unalterable contract; negotiated help to avoid misleading and accusations. If the story can be negotiated, the developer will not say, "If you want it, write it to the document," the business people will not say: "You obviously did not understand the requirements of the document, because you develop something wrong." A noticeable issue for this is it should not be the product owner to tell the developing team about how to realize the story, which is a common case to violate the negotiable rule. If the realization method becomes not negotiable, developing team will waste their creativity.

**Valuable:** Story should be valuable for both business and user the story is. Otherwise, it will be a waste.

**Estimable:** Normally there are two reasons that developing team cannot estimate the size of the story: the story is too large or too vague to be estimated; team lacks accumulated experience. For the former, the team has to work with business to break it
into a more easily estimated story; if it is the latter, it is necessary to obtain information through some form of exploratory activity.

**Small**: Size of the story should be reasonable and alike.

**Testable**: A story either passes the test or fails. "Testable" means that the story has a corresponding set of quality acceptance criteria. If there is no testable standard at the end of each sprint, developing team would not able to know whether they have finished the story or not. Also, because these tests tend to provide important story details, so the team is likely to need these tests to estimate the size of the story.

### 2.2.4 Comparison of Scrum and XP

In sum, XP provides detailed guidance for practical development process. In comparison, scrum tends to offer a general framework for project management tools. With regards to the application field, XP focuses on the developing and testing stage, while Scrum puts more emphases on requirement engineering. Below are comparisons between XP and Scrum:

1. Scrum and XP teams work iteratively, but Scrum's cycle is generally from two weeks to a month, while XP cycle is one or two weeks.

2. Scrum team in a sprint is not subject to any task changes. Once the sprint planning fulfilled the task, until the sprint end, the developing team will not accept any changes. In comparison, in XP iteration, if the new feature with the original-feature-alike size and size difference is not too much, new feature can still be used to replace the original feature under the premise that the original feature has not yet started.

3. XP team will work in strict accordance with the priority of the task. All tasks are prioritized by the customer, and the team is required to work at that priority. In contrast, product owner in the Scrum team also prioritizes the backlog; the scrum team members can also decide in which order they will do to complete all the tasks. It is rare to see a scrum team does not choose to start with highest priority entry. Occasionally, scrum team will choose to do a slightly lower
priority as a starter, such as some of the task is not just the beginning of the implementation of the sprint, although its priority is high. Or who is suitable for a task, is doing other work. In this situation, the priority will be adjusted.

4. Scrum does not define any specific practical methods. It just provides a practical framework for developing team. But XP does provide practical details such as test-driven development, automated testing, pair programming, simple design, refactoring, etc.

2.3 Visualization in Data Mining

Visualization is the technology of computer graphics and image processing. By transform the data into graphics or images displayed on the screen, and interactive processing theory, methods and techniques, visualization can support various fields such as computer graphics, image processing, computer vision, computer-aided design and other fields with its ability of data representation, data processing, decision support and a series of integrated technology.

Data mining is the process of checking and analyzing data to obtain potentially useful information that is implicit in the data. That is through complex statistical analysis and modeling techniques applied on existing data to reveal patterns and relationships that are hidden in the organization's dataset. These patterns and relationships are difficult to find by ordinary methods.

Getting the right information at the right time is critical for making right decisions. Visualization can not only reflect the current situation in real time but also predict future trends. To obtain effective information from massive data, efficient data mining techniques must be used. It is regarded as the most effective solution by using a variety of visual methods to express multi-dimensional data, and then use the human cognitive ability to large-scale multi-dimensional data set for data mining and knowledge discovery. It can be said that visualization integrated data mining is a new trend in data mining technology. This chapter attempts to combine data mining technology with data
visualization technology to explore the meaning, content, application status and development trend of data mining visualization.

2.3.1 Definition of Data Mining Visualization

The so-called "visualization" refers to the process of visualizing and forming images of objective things in human mind, which is a mental process. Visualization improves people's ability to observe things and the formation of the overall concept. Visualization results facilitate the memory and understanding of people, while its advantages on information processing and expression cannot be replaced by other methods.

Visualization technology is a form and a process in which people are accustomed to accepting graphics, images, and supplemented by information processing techniques that will be perceived, imagined, reasoned, integrated and abstracted. Visualization is not only an image re-projection of reality but also an integration of trends, knowledge and information. Visualization technology is not only used to express static knowledge but also can be used to dynamically describe the development of objective objects and evolutionary knowledge acquisition.

Visualization of data mining now does not yet have a well-defined definition, as defined in data mining visualization refers to the use of visualization techniques in some invisible or abstract things that represent visible graphics or images. Visualization here refers to the use of computers to create visual images, to understand the large number of complex data to help.

Visualization can be used in many ways. It can help user visually understand the complex patterns of multidimensional data. By observing the existence of data in multiple dimensions and multiple graphic forms, it is possible to visually and quickly reveal data trends. Data mining can also help to examine the data before modeling and verify the results of its data mining tools. Also, visualization also plays an important role in data pattern discovery.
2.3.2 Objective of Data Mining Visualization

According to the visualized content, data mining visualization is divided into the following three categories:

1. Data visualization: The data in the database and the data warehouse can be viewed as having different granularity or different levels of abstraction, or as a combination of different attributes and dimensions. Data can be described in a variety of visual ways, such as box-like, three-dimensional cube, data distribution charts, curves, surfaces, connection diagrams, or any combination of the above methods to complete the visualization of data structure. Traditional geometric methods such as point graphs, line graphs, histograms, pie charts and so on. Selection of visualization method should be varied along with different purposes of data analysis.

Discrete Plot may be the most widely used visualization tool in data mining. It helps people to analyze data clustering, observe the distribution of data, with or without singularity. For data with only two or three attributes, either a planar or stereoscopic representation can be used. And for a dataset with multiple attributes, a discrete dot matrix is used.

Discrete Point Matrix is an extension of the function of discrete points, which can represent multidimensional data distribution. Each unit of the matrix is based on a two-dimensional representation of the data. Due to symmetry, the discrete dot matrix can be drawn half (usually the lower left corner).

Parallel Coordinate: It is another way of representing multidimensional data. If the data has M dimensions, there are M parallel lines with each line representing one dimension. Each point is represented by a broken line, and the intersection of the polyline and the coordinate axis indicates the value of the point in that dimension.

2. Data mining process visualization: The visualization of the data mining process is illustrated in a visual way in which the user can visually see each procedure of data mining, such as which data warehouse or database current data is extracted.
from; how the data is extracted; how the selected data is preprocessed and mined, what method is selected in the modeling process; how the results are stored and displayed.

The visualization of the knowledge discovery process makes the knowledge discovery process easy to understand and contributes to the application of knowledge. At present, visualization based on visual knowledge refers to the use of visual knowledge discovery tool through the visualization of the operation process to complete the knowledge of spatial data discovery. This mainly reflected in two aspects: visualization of the knowledge discovery system interface and visualization of the knowledge discovery process of navigation; as well as visualized queries and descriptions.

3. Model visualization: Not every user is an expert in data mining. Users are not expected to know what kind of information can be found before data mining. Some models are difficult to understand, such as neural network. Therefore, the data mining model must be transformed into the most natural representation. Only in this way can we understand the model more effectively and then take action. Also, some models get very large results, such as association rules. It is possible that a data mining gets a lot of rules, and how to find information from these rules is a tricky problem.

Model visualization can be considered from two aspects: make the model output visualized, which make model expressed in a meaningful way; or allow interaction to enable the user to manipulate the model.

At present, the integration of knowledge discovery and data visualization technology has aroused the attention of researchers, more and more people began this research. It is accepted that the key to successfully combining knowledge discovery with information visualization is to create a shared data model that able to intuitively guide users to select toolsets (including mining tools and visualization). On this basis, a task-driven interactive intelligent knowledge discovery system could be built. This allows the user to monitor and guide the discovery process at any time based on the intermediate results.
obtained by the computer so that the computer's mining process is combined into the user's decision-making process until a satisfactory conclusion is reached.

2.4 Summary of Literature Review
This chapter reviews the definition, content and application of standard data mining process, agile method and visualization.

In standard data mining process part, CRISP-DM, SEMMA and KDD process are introduced. And CRISP-DM is regarded as more adaptable for various industrial projects.

In agile method part, shared common values for agile method and prevailing methods including Scrum and XP are introduced.

In visualization in data mining part, its definition, content, application and future scope are introduced.
3 A NOVEL DATA MINING PROCESS BASED ON AGILE METHODS AND VISUALIZATION

3.1 Introduction to Agile Mining Process

In light of CRISP-DM and Agile methods, this Agile Mining process for industry analytic project contains two major iterative stages as figure 3.1, which are:

1. Requirement Reconfirming (RR) stage, and;
2. Performance Refining (PR) stage.
RR and PR stage are two iterative processes with clear requirements on iteration’s start/end. Iteration is measured by sprint, which represents a completed, fixed-length iteration as in Scrum.

By the end of each sprint, an explanatory (RR stage) or measurable (PR stage) result will be provided to business. This regular progress generation could enlighten business increasing understanding about the purpose of current analysis and then adjust their expectation and further plan.

The iterative attempt on seeking the best suitable requirement for project objective matches business people’s growing awareness of the capability of data mining. By providing room for business to optimize the requirement at an acceptable cost, a clearer project goal will be shared in further analysis. The fixed-length iteration also provides analyst team a framework for shipping software on a regular cadence. Consider milestone, the end of a sprint, for example, which frequently comes, bringing with business and also analyst a feeling of tangible progress with each cycle that focuses and
energizes everyone, as the "continuous inspiration" for the win [48]. Short iterations also reinforce the importance of good estimation and fast feedback from tests, both of which are believed as recurring struggles in traditional process.

3.2 Requirement Reconfirming

In RR stage, a sprint contains following five steps:

1. **Requirement Gathering**: Collect stakeholder’s description about project purpose. The description could be stories from business view but should be convertible to individual analytic objectives. After that, these objectives will be prioritized by project manager and a business representative from cooperating company to form an initial project backlog. This business representative should be the end-user of this project deliverable, so that essential concerns from practical situation will be taken into consideration and attract higher priority. The analyst then will take project backlog items (PBIs) with top priority and divide it into several logic steps as backlog grooming in Scrum.

![Figure 3.2 Requirement Gathering Process](image-url)
After that, depending on the amount and complexity of PBI’s logic steps, one or several PBIs will be selected into sprint backlog as the maximum workload that analyst team can handle within one sprint. A logic step could be an operation to achieve analytic objectives, such as alternation on existing features (join, transform, etc.), derivation of new features (group, segment, etc.), or result calculation.

2. **Preliminary Data Preparation**: connect relevant dataset from different sources. Based on each logic step of current sprint backlog item, all necessary dataset will be linked to form a structured data set as needed in corresponding logic step, which later on will become input of the model. This data preparation step should focus on testing the connectivity and sufficiency of required data. Rather than going deep through and trying to get most of the data prepared at once traditionally, this step should collect a relatively small portion with best data quality only. So that it can avoid complicated data cleaning work and efficiently validate the accessibility of current analytic objective. Meanwhile, Analyst should get business representative fully involved in this step to take advantage of their experience to locate target dataset and differentiate similar features.

3. **Explanatory Modeling**: perform explainable model on the pilot dataset. After getting all necessary features structured as input dataset, this step use white-box model such as Linear Regression, Logistic Regression or Decision Tree to reveal the insight generation process. This Explanatory Modeling step emphasizes the pattern of how business insight could be generated rather than business insight itself. In light of that, the intelligibility of model attracts top priority rather than model accuracy. The analyst should consider the best-understood model from business view in this step.

4. **Generic Explanation**: interpret each logic step and result from model to stakeholders. The analyst should brief the logic steps in Preliminary Data Preparation step to stakeholders to get them familiar with the input data. Then give generic explanation of the insight generation pattern in Explanatory
Modeling step to stakeholder. Business representative is expected to contribute to model explanation using business language and domain expertise.

5. **Requirement Reconfirming**: Stakeholders and business representative decide whether provided objective is desired for project purpose. Based on explanation from previous step, stakeholders could gain clearer understanding about how their business requirement will be achieved, or which kind of insights can be generated from current analytic objective. Based on this evolved awareness, business can better judge whether initial proposed requirement is competent enough to suit the project purpose.

The purpose of RR stage is to test the viability of current requirement rather than to generate insights. By skipping traditional data preparation and modeling, this stage is expected to validate two preconditions which are fundamental to subsequent PR stage:

1. Whether existing data storage is competent to support all logic steps in each analytic objective.
2. Whether the form and potential of generated insight from this stage suit the purpose that business desires in this project.

After RR Stage, if initial requirement of an analytic objective is confirmed, this objective can enter PR stage for further refinement. If initial requirement is altered, the process will roll back to Requirement Gathering step for updated requirement description.

### 3.3 Performance Refining

In PR stage, a sprint contains following four steps:

1. **Intensive Data Preparation**: Structure the input dataset for modeling step. In this step analyst should manage to get available as much as possible as traditional CRISP-DM data preparation. Operations such as combination, segmentation and format modification will be conducted to prepare input dataset ready for modeling tools. With the target dataset for each logic step located in
previous Preliminary Data Preparation step, this intensive data preparation is expected to take much less time than in CRISP-DM.

2. **Modeling**: Select relevant models that suit current objective and perform on input dataset with fine-tuned parameters. Some models may have specific requirement on input dataset. Therefore, it always needs to go back to intensive data preparation step. However, analyst should stick to the sprint rule, which is to deliver a testable result after a fixed period. In this way, business representative could gain a tangible awareness of how accurate current model could achieve and later on help during the performance judging step.

At initial PR stage, sprints might have their major time spent on data preparation rather than modeling since no advanced models will perform well without high-quality input data. After that, sprint’s major effort should be given to model calibrating.

3. **Visualization-driven Evaluating**: Compare performance of different models using visualization tools. Regarding the background gap between industry domain and analytics, visualization is suggested as the communicating tool which could bridge mutual understanding with graphic language. Business representative is expected to be familiar with indicators used in visualization after generic explanation step in RR stage. By interactively demonstrating model performance and comparing model’s character, Analyst could offer business representative thorough interpretation about each model’s capacity and how it can cope with analytic objective. As an end-user, business representative could also provide feedback from practical perspective as crucial criteria for model selection and performance evaluation. This step ends with a shippable data mining solution for current analytic objective.

4. **Performance Judging**: Stakeholder and business representative decides whether to further this performance refining stage with another sprint or to accept and deploy current solution. If further improvement is preferred, next sprint will start with bring more available data source which could be skipped by previous sprints.
Usually the improvement on model performance will present a descending trend. After several initial sprints, business representative would have an empirical estimation of the potential of current model after next sprint. Based on this estimation and the practical requirement of the objective, business representative can decide that whether current analytic objective still needs a refined solution or not.

The purpose of PR stage is to complete the analytic objective in a business-manageable process. Through interpretation and interaction in Visual-driven Evaluating stage, business is enabled to participate in the analysis and provide domain knowledge as an important criterion for model selection. Meanwhile, through an increasing awareness towards the model ability, business is competent to make following judgments:

1. Compare model performance and character from an end-user perspective.
2. Accept solution from certain sprint to stop PR stage to achieve a trade-off between accuracy and cost from a business angle.

With these two considerations included, PR stage can improve business manageability on data mining project and also improve stakeholder’s confidence to adopt data mining result after deployment.

3.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter gives a thorough elaboration about the AM process in both stage and step level.

In requirement reconfirming stage, AM asks analysts to use frequent initial deliverable from partial dataset to clarify stakeholder’s real concern. In performance refining stage, with the definition of scrum being applied in the modeling procedure, stakeholders are able to do trade-off on their preferences.
4 AM Refined Requirement Confirmation and Accuracy-Cost Balance

4.1 Gap Research

Traditional data mining models prefer consistent customer requirements throughout whole data mining project. However, this situation rarely happens in increasingly complicated modern business environment. Moreover, a large amount of enterprise from traditional domain has heard about the benefits that data mining can produce, but lack the basic background to get ready for a data mining project. This insufficient preparation could be reflected in three aspects.
4.1.1 Data Insufficiency
This situation arises when a company lacks fundamental data to conduct relevant data mining practice.

Data sufficiency is the basic of a successful data mining project. As its name indicated, Data Mining is a method based on data. Only by possessing necessary data from business workflow can analysts conduct analysis and abstract trustful patterns.

However, in real case, not all enterprises are fully aware of their data readiness. By knowing the advantages which data mining can bring to business, some of them tend to blindly believe that data mining is a mantra that can be applied to any company and bring same benefits. This problem could impact the effectiveness of analytic result such as a predictive model with low accuracy. A worse situation case could be that after understanding business and data, analysts considered that current data quality could not support the proposed analysis, and by that time, considerably cost has been wasted. This dilemma can frequently cause argument about liability on the wasted cost and vitally damage the cooperating relationship between enterprise and analyst.

4.1.2 Evolving Analytic Objectives
This situation happens when stakeholders change their requirement after getting clearer of how data mining can help with their business.

Traditional data mining processes suggest analysts pay plenty of time and efforts to understand customer’s data, business workflow at early stage before start getting hands-on analytic algorithms. In CRISP-DM, it will always cost 50 percent to 70 percent of planned project schedule to finish the preparation job before modeling, and this preparation job is expected as non-repeatable once finished if early work has been done well. After that, priority will be given to the refinement of model, which could represent analysts’ professional skill. After getting a relatively good result from evaluation, the outcome will be explained to customer and then comes to deployment.
From the view of customer, the first executive version of project delivery is provided at last quarter of project schedule. This situation leaves no opportunities for customer to adjust within original plan once they acquire fresh view from this executive deliverable. Conventionally, customer could either suffer the imperfect result or negotiate a new schedule with analysts.

4.1.3 Unmanageable Accuracy-Cost Tradeoff

This situation occurs when customer has a budget plan and negotiable requirement on result accuracy.

During traditional modeling and evaluation stage, before reporting to business, analysts prefer getting optimal result at once, which reveals their academic competency. Meanwhile, this process may take quite much time on calibrating parameters and comparing output between different models, or even fixing data error to enlarge input dataset. Despite all these efforts, the improvement of model’s accuracy usually follows a semi-parabolic trend. After getting a high level of accuracy, no matter how long analysts have worked on a model, its accuracy will not be improved significantly. But from the view of analysts, it is still worth trying, given that model accuracy is the most important criterion for academic success. In this situation, time spent on later modeling stage might be not that productive as earlier.

In contrast, business customer may value the inspiration by the generated patterns more than a precise pattern or prediction itself. If they had a choice to make a stop during the modeling stage, it would be much beneficial for business to maintain a balance between model accuracy and project cost. However, this is never an option for business in traditional data mining process, since the first version of presented deliverable is almost the best that analysts can achieve.

4.2 Agile Based Data Preprocessing and Modeling

According to the above mentioned three concerns in chapter 4.1, Agile Mining process provides a set of niche targeting solution for them:
1. By adding a quick global reconfirming stage before drilling down to get more accurate model, AM achieves a preliminary test on data sufficiency.

2. By generating an explanatory deliverable from initial reconfirming stage, AM helps stakeholders clarify their requirement and also provides analysts a stable direction for subsequent polishing work.

3. By iteratively improving model’s accuracy and interpret model performance to business partner with visualization-driven evaluating, customer could be fully aware of the model’s function and stop the refining stage after certain iteration to achieve preferable accuracy-cost balance.

4.2.1 Data Sufficiency Test

To know whether a company’s current data can support a data mining practice, analysts usually have to go through every detailed step of the company’s workflow. In real cases, these steps can be extremely complicated. Given this situation, traditional processes suggest a remarkable percentage of time on this business understanding. As a result, there is no proper test of data sufficiency before project officially starts. During the data understanding process, once this shortcoming is revealed, there will be no shippable deliverables to business and all previous investment is wasted.

In light of that, AM proposed a quick global data sufficiency test in requirement reconfirming stage to ensure currently available is enough to support the solution of analytic objective. Referring to Scrum’s backlog grooming method, first the project deliverable should be elaborated into several logic steps, with each step describing which data features will be needed. After the grooming stage, analysts will select the best part of all the data sets containing features mentioned above and get these data sets combined to see whether all necessary features are accessible.

In this step, plenty of discordances will emerge due to data quality. Normally analyst should only take the data set that perfectly connected. However, some simple alternations are still suggested to be done if more data can be taken in after doing so.
This type of discordance frequently emerges when combining data sets from different systems. This kind of modifications including:

Feature type: float and integer, factor and character, etc.

Feature format: date (dd/mm/yy or mm/dd/yyyy), name (first name + last name or first name + last name), etc.

By skipping traditional complex data preparation, this data sufficiency test could detect the missing part in the logic chain of proposed deliverable, and stop the further waste at first time with refinement suggestions. If all necessary data sets can combine, AM process can move on with ensured data sufficiency.

4.2.2 Deliverable Reconfirmation
To suit the evolving requirement of deliverable, the iterative developing methods from Scrum is referred in AM. By targeting the current iteration at the top priority user story, analyst could generate a preliminary but executable result. This result might be inaccurate because it is based on partial data preprocessing, while it carries all logic steps to realize current story. By presentation this result to business partner, the initial business requirement can be either confirmed or modified.

4.2.3 Business-Oriented Accuracy-Cost balancing
To make the most of project budget, AM suggests a Performance Refining stage. It is built by fixed length iterations to achieve a gradually increasing model performance. Through Visual-Driven Evaluating step, business representative would understand model’s capability after each sprint and help stakeholders decide whether current solution is competent enough for corresponding analytic objective.

4.3 Case Study of AM application
Two industry projects demonstrated here used to exemplify the application of AM process and its advantage in RR and PR stage respectively.
4.3.1 Requirement Reconfirming in Workforce Modeling

Data mining was applied during a project with one of Australian leading age care service vendors. Project purpose was to modify current workforce model to cut cost from employee salary while maintaining competency for service demand. Both the organization and its stakeholders were inexperienced for an actionable requirement description about analytic objective. Given that, AM process was applied to confirm the requirement first.

There are two kinds of employment contract in this company: casual care worker (CCA) and permanent part-time worker (PPT). CCA is on a higher hourly rate, roughly 30 percent higher than PPT, while PPT enjoys a minimum-working-hour guarantee, which ensures PPT at least 15 working hour wage per week, in case there is few work assigned to a PPT. At that time, over 80 percent care workers were CCA. In this case, the age care company planned to transfer a portion of selected CCA to PPT. By doing so, company could cut the cost of work which used to be done by CCA. Meanwhile, the gap between minimum-working-hour-guarantee and PPT’s real working hour should be minimized.
Figure 4.1 Initial Requirement for Workforce Modeling

In light of above description, this workforce modeling requirement was separated into two analytic objectives, which were Service Demand Prediction and CCA Selection. The former story calculated the potential capacity for future market. The latter story filtered those CCA with better productivity and preferable skill set. Also an initial plan for first sprint in RR stage was designed with logic steps shown in blue blocks in figure 4.1.

Service Demand Prediction was to estimate the scale of the aged care company’s service in demand.\[49\] To achieve that, during first RR sprint, only the company’s growth in different age groups was considered as indicator for future market. After dataset combination, linear regression was applied to past four years data in Explanatory Modeling step to get initial result. However, after seeing how regression model works in Generic Modeling step, business representative indicated that the total population growth in the area should also be taken into consideration. In light of that, ABS
population pyramid data was added in next RR sprint as a logical step to improve regression’s accuracy (dash block in figure 4.2).

CCA selection was to find those CCAs with relatively higher productivity among peers. To achieve that, CCA with a demonstrated higher average weekly wage in historic service record was selected. Next, selected CCAs were segmented again by their language and skill set. Those CCA with more popular language and broader skill set were preferred. Then CCAs’ geo-locations were examined since the travel distance between CCA and customer address was also paid as service cost. These three logic steps formed the CCA selection in first RR sprint.

During first RR sprint of CCA selection, Google Map API was used for the estimation of service travel distance. This logic step took major computational power and time of the sprint. However, the estimated result was found unmatched the historic payroll in later result explanation. During discussion with business representative, it was found

Figure 4.2 Altered Requirement for Workforce Modeling
that those CCA with loaded service demand were usually assigned with nearby orders in a row, which means distance between CCA and customers were not necessarily influential among CCA selection. This logic then was removed in next RR sprint as shown in figure 4.2.

By making these adjustments to initial PBI, company gained direct understanding about what will be implemented in this project, how the data is integrated and what function could they expected after deliverables are deployed. This enhanced understanding helped build trust in upcoming PR stage and avoided potential waste of revision from late stage.

4.3.2 Performance Refining in Customer Churn Prediction

One of Australian leading superannuation management and investment companies expected to apply data mining on its existing data to enhance their marketing productivity. Customer churn was regarded as one of their most concerned issues in its marketing business. An early warning system to detect potential customer churn was desired to prevent the financial loss.[50] Meanwhile, this decision-support system should be well understood and convincing to business so that correspondingly effective marketing strategy can be customized based on the output of this system. To achieve this purpose, AM process was used to guide this analysis.

A ten-year dataset including millions customer account was provided with label indicating customer’s current status (churned or not) with 3 percent churned customer among the whole customer base. Customer’s demographic information was provided except identity information. Customer’s behavioral information including balance changes and phone record for service was also available in the dataset.

After confirming the objective requirement with the company in RR stage, a regression model was proposed, and a ranking list regarding every customer’s predicted churn possibility was used to illustrate the churn risk. Five algorithms were selected to calculate this churn possibility, which was Random Forest [51] (RF), Support Vector Machine [52] (SVM), Naïve Bayes [53] (NB) and Logistical Regression [54] (LR).
Sprint length was set as fortnight. To better interpret the result, a gains chart was designed to determine the model’s ability to discriminate churners and non-churners as shown in figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3 Gains Charts for Model Evaluation

In this gains chart, ideally, if an algorithm can predict all real churned customers with higher rank than others, its curve in this gains chart will be shown as the perfect line. The better the algorithm is, the steeper the line rises, which means it can precisely capture churned customer only with higher predicted possibility. For better intuitive understanding, another reference line is also drawn to compare the model result with purely random guess.

In first sprint, more tasks were concerned about intensive data preparation. After combining available data including all necessary features, RF, LR, SVM, NB models were performed on this combined dataset with their default parameters. Results of these four algorithms were shown using gains chart in figure 4.4.
In first sprint result evaluation, RF presented the best result with its top 20 percent prediction capturing 40 percent of real churner, which matches its character of less parameter calibrating demand. Next was SVM, which showed a better performance at its top 40 percent prediction than LR. NB presented the lowest accuracy with a remarkable disadvantage on its top 15 percent prediction. After presenting this result to business representative and stakeholders, second PR sprint was agreed to proceed.

Then second sprint started with original features in sprint one and attaches more concern on parameter tuning. However, as shown in figure 4.5, except LR gained a considerable enhancement on its top 40 predictions, results on other three algorithms remain stable compared with first sprint. In Performance Judging step, idea of creating derived feature was proposed for enhancing the prediction. Agreed by business, the third sprint was conducted.
To refine the model performance, derived features were created based on initial dataset. For example, one derived feature showed whether customer withdrew more than 50 percent of account balance within ten days after making a phone call query. These features were believed as able to indicate potential churn risk. After adding these derived features into the training dataset, RF’s predictive accuracy was significantly improved as the blue line in figure 4.6. With its top 5 percent prediction, 35 percent of churners were captured. Except for NB’s result, LR and SVM’s results are also amazingly refined.
Figure 4.6 Result of Third Sprint

After presenting this third sprint result to business, the performance was accepted as competent for further marketing strategy design. Meanwhile business representative and stakeholders were confident about applying this churn detecting system into their real business and highly satisfied about the project deliverable.

4.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter elaborates how AM can better resolve the three issues in traditional data mining process, which are data insufficiency, evolving analytic objective and unmanageable accuracy-cost trade-off. Two industry projects are used to illustrate its improvement and application.
5 AM ENHANCED INTERPRETATION AND INTERACTION

5.1 Gap Description: Bias on Understanding Project’s Success
It is not rare that data mining project fails on transferring meaningful interpretation and inside logic of the data mining project deliverables to stakeholders. The main reason for that is the bias of project success criterion. Analysts always put major efforts on accuracy of calculation or performance of model, which will then become statistical indicators or analytic terminologies. In comparison, stakeholders would only trust the result which can be understood or validated within their knowledge, which requires the analytic outcome being expressed more intuitively[4].

As a result, the bias of unmatched expression style limits the productivity and restrains the application of valuable data mining findings. After deployment, stakeholders’ doubt would significantly restrain the productivity that the analytic outcome should contribute. This recurring scenario remarkably violates industry data mining project’s commercial success.
Though the CRISP-DM is regarded as ‘very industry-oriented’ [55], in practice, there is still a considerable limitation when analyst introducing the process to their industry partner or acquiring business understanding from their domain expertise, owing to the lack of common understanding communication platform. Occasionally, industry partner, small and medium-size businesses specifically, remain unsure about whether their expectations are achievable or actionable with existing data when signing the project contract. In addition, industry partner’s expertise usually suffers remarkable reduction during the transformation to data analysts as business understanding, which increases risks of project.

5.2 Visual-Driven Interpretation and Interaction

To make the most of the analytic outcome, AM suggests a visual-driven interpretation and interactive way of expression. By using a series of novel data mining visualization method, AM manages to combine statistical indicators and analytic terms with business-friendly figures. One of the Visual-Driven Evaluation main characters is that it focuses on analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interfaces [56]. Interactive interface is applied to help interpreting the meaning of each dimension in the visual graphs, which enhances stakeholders’ confidence significantly by enabling business people interact with their data. In addition, the feedback from business people can also be added into consideration for model’s further refinement.

With the support of data mining visualization tools, AM process straddles top-down and bottom-up approaches, suitable for both industry partner and data analyst, and are typically deployed more quickly and at lower cost than business-centric tools [57]. Moreover, these visual tools offer many of the same capabilities as traditional business intelligence platforms but are typically much easier to deploy and manage.

In practice, not all the project industry partners are capable of conducting the initial prototyping work due to various limitations. However, by visualizing the data into interactive dashboard, analyst can achieve a jumpstart of a project to obtain quick insights from raw data and interpret both project objectives and project process in an
intelligible way to industry partner. This will help industry partner building confidence and acknowledgment to the project and therefore gain better client satisfaction. Similarly, this interactive way can also benefit data analysts on bringing industry partner’s domain knowledge into the project to facilitate project progress, especially when the problem requires domain knowledge more than analytics techniques.\[57\]

As a consequence, this visual-driven interpretation and interaction fill the gap between outcome performance and business comprehension. With the elimination of communication barrier, business people could benefit from intelligible analytic outcomes; analyst could also gain better business understanding from feedback of the interaction.

5.3 Case Study

One of Australia’s leading providers of insurance has become our industry partner, seeking solution from data mining to improve their current insurance flow and customer experience. The company has a comprehensive range of insurance products available through financial advisers or direct to customers.

This is the first data mining practice that the company launched on their historic database. One insurance underwriter is assigned as business representative to provide support and receive feedback from analyst team. To effectively interact with business representative, a series of visual-based analyses on its insured customer behavior was conducted to find solutions that best suit the individual customer needs.

5.3.1 Information Gain Based Heatmap

Applying life insurance often requires in-person meetings with underwriters, tedious paperwork, and an average waiting time of six weeks to get policy activated.\[58\] This outdated process has become a barrier to broader consumer adoption, resulting large coverage gap. One of the major issues within this process is that applicants have to complete an overcomplicated questionnaire to get assessed by underwriters.
The questionnaire, which contains both useful and useless questions, can be as lengthy as 100 pages with more than 2.5K possible questions. Filling such questionnaire is tedious even though. Some nested questions can be skipped. Therefore, optimizing the questionnaire has become a very first step towards simplified insurance application process.

Advances in machine learning have made it possible to evaluate the importance of each question in a data-driven manner. Specifically, the questionnaire optimization can be considered as a feature selection problem in machine learning. Essentially, each question is considered as a feature and the claims are considered as the labels. The feature selection task is then to select the subset of questions that can efficiently determine how likely an applicant will have a claim in the future.

Life insurance application takes five typically steps [59]:

Compare Quotes: The first step is to compare quotes from different companies, even though the final price will vary depending on applicant’s situation.

The Application: The second step is then to lodge an application by filling some basic personal information, which normally takes half an hour to complete.

The Medical Exam: The third step is to take a quick medical exam for blood pressure, weight, etc. This normally takes half an hour to complete.

Underwriting: The longest part of the whole application is this underwriting process, in which applicants and underwriters need to complete a lengthy application form. This process takes six months on average.

Decision: Once the underwriting is complete, a decision will be made and an offer is given to the applicant. However, if the offer does not meet applicant’s expectation, it might be rejected, and the whole process is wasted. This six-month process may lead to a rejection of offer, therefore it is crucial to shorten the application process, particularly, the underwriting process.
Given the questionnaire with more than 2.5K questions, the underwriter will try to estimate the risk of an applicant. However, the questionnaire is extremely sparse as some questions are only enabled if certain answers are provided to some parent questions. To identify which subset of questions have strong impact on claims (risks), we adopted the Minimum Redundancy-Maximum-Relevance (mRMR) [60] feature selection method.

![Figure 5.1 Information Gain based Heatmap](image)

The goal of mRMR is to measure the relevance of each question to claim reasons. Meanwhile, the redundancy of each question should also be minimized, as some questions may be highly correlated. Specifically, the relevance of a question set \( Q \) for the claim reason \( c \) is defined by the mean of mutual information between each question \( q_i \) and the claimed reason \( c \):

\[
D(Q, c) = \frac{1}{|Q|} \sum_{q_i \in Q} I(q_i; c)
\]

**Equation 5-1**
On the other hand, the redundancy of question set Q is calculated as the mean of mutual information between each pair of questions qi and qj within question set Q:

$$R(Q) = \frac{1}{|Q|^2} \sum_{q_i, q_j \in Q} I(q_i; q_j)$$

**Equation 5-2**

Put relevance and redundancy together gives the mRMR measure:

$$\text{mRMR} = \max_Q \left[ \frac{1}{|Q|} \sum_{q_i \in Q} I(q_i; c) - \frac{1}{|Q|^2} \sum_{q_i, q_j \in Q} I(q_i; q_j) \right]$$

**Equation 5-3**

The mRMR algorithm approximates the optimal maximum dependency feature selection algorithm. The algorithm considers the pairwise interactions of two questions in the question set.

### 5.3.2 Association Rule-Based Directed Graph

Association rule has been a popular technique for discovering interesting relationships between multiple attributes in a dataset. The relationship is precisely defined in the form of an association rule A towards B, where A and B are possible values of attributes. The strength of rules is measured by confidence or lift.

We applied association rule technique to discover how do exclusions related to the claim reasons. For example, some claimers may have been excluded for what they planned claim. Thus they claim for something else. We applied this technique to the exclusion vs. claiming dataset and a large number of rules are extracted and need manual selection. A subset of the rules is shown as in table 5-1:

| Table 5-1 Rule-Based Association expression |
The above table shows a fraction of a large number of rules discovered from the dataset. Identifying the patterns and interesting rules can be difficult. Therefore, we proposed to
use Force-Direct Graph to visualize the rules thus the selection process can be simplified. The force-directed graph of the above rules is shown as follows:

![Force-Directed Graph]

**Figure 5.2 Association Rule based Force-Directed Graph**

It can be observed that the rules are grouped by some nodes, such as “Accidental Falls”. By using this method, we managed to identify interesting rules as well as discovering the previously unknown relations among rules.

5.3.3 Customer Segmentation Based Parallel Coordinate

High dimensional data visualization is a challenge for many classic visualization methods, such as histogram and scatter plot, which has been proved useful in many visualization applications [61]. Although some works tried to use classic visualization methods for high dimensional data, such as using color and other attributes, the number of displayable dimensions is still limited. However, parallel coordinates is an efficient visualization method for high-dimensional multivariate data [62].

In this case, the project goal was to do customer segmentation on income protection (IP) insurance customer base. Business team consisted of underwriting and actuary staff from the insurance company. These people were familiar with both insurance workflow and meaning of each feature in calculated result but inexperienced to handle statistical
parameters. Meanwhile, their domain expertise was expected to contribute to the business value identification.

In light of above circumstances, we decided to use parallel coordinates to present the customer segmentation result with each line representing a unique customer pricing category and each node on each vertical axis representing corresponding value (either numeric or categorical) of a feature (e.g. age and occupation). By comparing the rate of cost vs. revenue (cost rate) among all customer groups (defined by age, gender, etc.) with IP average cost rate, customer groups were labeled with A and B (above and below IP avg. cost rate). By showing all axes with features’ original business name, this parallel coordinate visualization could be used to interact with domain experts from collaborating team without time-consuming introduction of analytic background. And by following their experiential guidance of zoom-in and highlighting, target customer groups with abnormal performance were discovered and existing intuitive business hypotheses were validated.

Insurance has the top level of data security requirement among all the domains. In our cooperation with an Australian leading insurance company, we were aiming to testify whether the company’s current applied price scheme for each customer category is in accordance with the corresponding claim cost.

To achieve that, we structured customer demographic information (including age, gender, postcode, occupation, smoking status, etc.) for each globally unique identifier (GUID) and calculated the cost vs. revenue rate for each customer category. For showing the findings in a direct way, we applied Parallel Coordinate to embed each customer category into one line with each node standing for an untraceable feature. At the right end of the chart, we used A and B to reveal whether a certain customer category is above or below the average cost-revenue rate.
In the mentioned presentation, customer demographic features are included such as gender, age, occupation category, smoking status, and premium amount (which is relevant to individual annual income). These features are considered as unidentifiable information. A collection of unidentifiable features, however, can still be used to locate unique qualified individuals, given that there is a large amount of customer groups containing one customer only.

Privacy risk was considered acceptable when segmentation results were shared only among analysts and the insurance team. However, the situation changed when the insurance company required sharing the findings with their collaborative reinsurance company. Meanwhile, the same type of parallel coordinates chart with original features’ names was also preferred.

To achieve customer privacy-preserving, we proposed to apply clustering on the original results. The benefits of conducting clustering include:

1. Hide exact customer information behind aggregated values to protect customer privacy in minor categories.
2. Scale down the amount of total customer category with acceptable accuracy loss to make segmentation results more generic.
3. Release resolution competency and computational power by reducing the amount of line. This case risked the customer privacy issue.

---

**Figure 5.3 Parallel Coordinates without Clustering**

In the above-mentioned presentation, customer demographic features are included such as gender, age, occupation category, smoking status, and premium amount (which is relevant to individual annual income). These features are considered as unidentifiable information. A collection of unidentifiable features, however, can still be used to locate unique qualified individuals, given that there is a large amount of customer groups containing one customer only.

Privacy risk was considered acceptable when segmentation results were shared only among analysts and the insurance team. However, the situation changed when the insurance company required sharing the findings with their collaborative reinsurance company. Meanwhile, the same type of parallel coordinates chart with original features’ names was also preferred.

To achieve customer privacy-preserving, we proposed to apply clustering on the original results. The benefits of conducting clustering include:

1. Hide exact customer information behind aggregated values to protect customer privacy in minor categories.
2. Scale down the amount of total customer category with acceptable accuracy loss to make segmentation results more generic.
3. Release resolution competency and computational power by reducing the amount of line. This case risked the customer privacy issue.
Table 5-2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>1% Perc.</th>
<th>5% Perc.</th>
<th>10% Perc.</th>
<th>Speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canopy</td>
<td>679</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.47s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-Means</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>71.65s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The performance of two clustering models is shown in table 5-2. For each value in 3rd to 5th columns means there are 1%, 5% or 10% clusters whose size is lower than this value. Since tiny size cluster may still lead to the risk of privacy, higher percentile value model is preferred in our project. The KMeans model has higher percentile, while canopy model has faster speed. The choice of model should be based on detail requirements.

Figure 5.4 Parallel Coordinates with Clustering

By comparison of two clustering algorithms, K-means clustering was selected and the clustered result was put into the parallel coordinates as a privacy-preserved presentation. The parallel coordinates with clustering are shown in figure 5.4, compared with the one without clustering shown in figure 5.3.
5.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter introduces the interactive expression of AM process and its benefit for both business and analysts. Case study introduces three novel data mining visualization methods to effectively interact with business and achieve customer satisfaction in data mining project.
6 Conclusion

In sum, this agile-method-integrated novel data mining process, Agile Miming, can minimize the cost of business requirement change to deliver the business desired project outcome. By prioritizing visual interaction in evaluation step, AM also achieves an effective and efficient way for mutual knowledge exchange. With these advantages, AM improves customer satisfaction in industry projects and provides business-intelligible deliverables.

Due to the innovation of the Agile Mining, specific guidance within each step is still insufficient. In future work, it is suggested that generic solutions for typical problem scenarios should be collected such as criteria of requirement reconfirming for different analytic purpose. Also, along with the development of Agile methods, the requirement engineering technology can also be better merged with data quality checking work.
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